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Your choice in used Mitsubishi, Saturn, Subaru andToyota auto parts. Call us, email us or visit
our eBay store. As an automotive used part recycling company we are called many things
including : an auto junk yard or junkyard, an auto salvage yard, a wrecking yard, an auto
wrecker, auto dismantler, auto dismantling or as we call it the place to find your OEM used
Mitsubishi parts, OEM used Saturn parts, OEM Dodge parts. We buy all makes and models of
used Mitsubishi parts cars, used Saturn parts cars , Toyota parts cars, Subaru parts cars,Dodge
Import used parts vehicles to provide you with a huge inventory of high quality salvage auto
parts for your Mitsubishi or Saturn car. We are no longer buying Daewoo parts used cars. What
kind of used parts cars do you have in stock? The following is a list of some of our large
inventory of used parts vehicles. Mitsubishi Used Parts Cars. Are your Junk yard used parts
junk? Absolutely not. The terms Junkyard, junk yard, auto wrecker , wrecking yard and auto
salvage yard are old ones and although still used they often do not present a good image of
todays Automotive Recycling Industry. Our wrecking yard, Junk yard or Salvage yard is an up
to date modern facility where every used Mitsubishi part and used Saturn part is tested,
cleaned, inspected and warrantied for six months. Not the junk yard, wrecking yard or salvage
yard of years past. Even though most of our used Saturn parts cars and used Mitsubishi parts
cars have been in accidents the majority of each salvaged auto is usually in good shape and
there are many perfectly good used Mitsubishi parts and used Saturn parts for use on your
Mitsubishi or Saturn. These salvage parts are then cataloged and placed into our inventory
where our sales staff can reference our entire computerized inventory of used Saturn parts and
used Mitsubishi parts in moments to provide you with fast friendly service. Subscribe to our
used parts car arrival newsletter Its easy to do just click on the Newsletter link and follow the
instructions and every time we get a new Saturn used parts car or Mitsubishi used parts car in
that meets your criteria we will send you an email with a link to its web page. It is that easy! How
long have you been in the Auto Salvage business? What kind of used Mitsubishi and Saturn
parts do you carry? We stock just about everything including all used Mitsubishi engines, all
used Saturn Engines, all used Mitsubishi transmissions and all used Saturn transmissions. We
also carry the following OEM used auto parts: trans axles, starters, alternators, body panels,
doors, hoods, fenders, windows, headlights, tail lights, computers, control modules, bumpers,
stereo equipment, shocks and struts, brake parts, tires and rims, intake and exhaust manifolds,
emission system parts, fuel system parts, interior parts, seats, and much much more. Our
wrecking yard, Junk yard or Salvage yard is an up to date modern facility where every used
Toyota part is tested, cleaned, inspected and warrantied for six months. Find your car Click on
your model type. All parts are checked, tested and come with a 6 month replacement warranty
unless otherwise specified. Preorders are open! Phone: Login or Register. Borla Buddy Club
Carbon Creation.. Injen Innovate Motors.. Check Us Out On:. The 4g Eclipse is available with a
4-cyl hp engine as well as a 6-cyl option that provides hp. In the Eclipse received a mid-cycle
refresh that included a minor face-lift and a few extra ponies! Sadly in Mitsubishi stopped
production of the year-old platform. From here you can access many different categories that
contain aftermarket parts specifically for the through Eclipse. Since we specialize in automotive
aftermarket, everything you see here is to upgrade your performance or appearance. If there is a
specific part you are looking for but do not see please contact us and let us know, we can
usually get a hold of it. Body Kits. Brake Pads. Camber Kits. Clutch Kits. Coilover Kits. Cold Air
Intakes. Door Pulls. Engine Accessories. Engine Mounts. Exhaust Systems. Exterior
Accessories. Floor Mats. Fog Lamps. Gauge Accessories. Lens Tinting Film. Lighting
Accessories. Lowering Springs. Roof Vinyl Overlays. Short Shifters. Suspension Bars. Tail
Lights. Trunk Deck Vinyl Overlays. Trunk Lids. Wheel Spacers. Universal Parts. All the
categories below are filled with non-vehicle specific universal parts. If you have a question as to
if a particular part is compatible with your car please contact us. AutoCityImports Merch.
Automotive Vinyl Wrap. Cooling Accessories. Fog Lights. Fuel Management. Gauge Accesories.
Hella Horns. Hood Pins. LED Displays. Limited Edition Products. Lug Nuts. Mesh Grill Inserts.
Oil Catch Cans. Racing Seats. Racing Tow Hooks. Seat Brackets. Seat Harnesses. Shift Knobs.
Spoilers Universal. Steering Wheels. UnderGlow LED. Universal Mufflers. Wersje dla czwartej
generacji â€” nadal :. Z Wikipedii, wolnej encyklopedii. Samochody z lat Wikimedia Commons.
Mitsubishi Eclipse. Mitsubishi Eclipse GS. Diamond-Star Motors Mitsubishi. Normal , Illinois.
Dane techniczne. Multimedia w Wikimedia Commons. Pierwsza generacja. Typy nadwozia. Dane
dodatkowe. Druga generacja. Trzecia generacja. Czwarta generacja. Mitsubishi Endeavor
Mitsubishi Galant. Lata Lata â€” Minica VI. Minica VII. Minica VIII. Pajero Mini I. Pajero Mini II.
Minica Toppo. Bravo I. Bravo II. Town Box. Toppo BJ Wide. Lancer Evo I. Lancer Evo II. Lancer
Evo III. Lancer Evo IV. Lancer Evo V. Lancer Evo VI. Lancer Evo VII. Lancer Evo IX. Lancer Evo
X. Galant Fortis. Galant VI. Galant VII. Galant VIII. Galant IX. Magna I. Magna II. Magna III.
Diamante I. Diamante II. Debonair II. Colt CZC. Eclipse Cross. Outlander I. Outlander II.

Outlander III. Pajero Jr. Pajero Pinin. Pajero I. Pajero II. Pajero III. Pajero IV. Mitsubishi Endeavor.
Pajero Sport I. Pajero Sport II. Pajero Sport III. L I. L II. L III. L IV. L V. Space Star. Space Wagon I.
Space Wagon II. Space Wagon III. Toppo BJ. Lancer Cargo. Libero Van. The Mitsubishi Eclipse
is a sport compact car that was produced by Mitsubishi in four generations between and The
first two generations 1G and 2G share the automobile platform and parts with the rebadged
Eagle Talon and Plymouth Laser captive imports. They were built during Mitsubishi Motors '
close relationship with Chrysler Corporation. In Japan, the first two generations were sold at a
specific Japanese retail chain called Mitsubishi Car Plaza. During May , the fourth, and final,
generation 4G Eclipse was introduced, replacing the Chrysler platform used in the first three
generations with the PS platform. According to Mitsubishi Motors, the Eclipse was named after
an unbeaten 18th-century English racehorse that had won 26 races. At the end of August , the
final Eclipse rolled off the assembly line, and was auctioned off, the proceeds donated to
charity. In , Mitsubishi resurrected the Eclipse name on a compact crossover vehicle, titled the
Eclipse Cross , which debuted at the Geneva Auto Show. The first generation Mitsubishi Eclipse
was marketed as an entry to mid-level four-cylinder sports coupe segment. Four trim levels
were available; all were front-wheel drive except the GSX which was all-wheel drive. The first
generation Eclipse underwent minor styling changes during its production; â€” models have
updated sheet metal and are easily distinguishable from earlier model years. The most notable
is that the models have pop-up headlights, whereas the latter model years do not. The Eclipse
was revised for the model year as the second generation. The Eclipse was available in five trim
levels during its first-generation production run. AWD models were not available until halfway
through the first model year. However, and later years of both turbo models standardized on the
hp version 4G63T. These models varied significantly in drivetrains and available options, and
included some variance in appearance, as higher trim lines added different front and rear fascia
panels and surrounding trim, with the GSX model getting a notably different styling package
from the others. The basic driveline layout of the Eclipse is a transverse -mounted 4-cylinder
Mitsubishi 4G37 or 4G63 engine situated on the left-hand side of the car driving an automatic or
manual transmission on the right-hand side. AWD models have a different transmission which
includes a limited-slip center differential and output shaft for a transfer case, which drives the
rear differential also available as limited-slip and half-shafts. Late â€” have larger-diameter axles
and attach to the hub with bigger, 4-bolt axle cups. The 4G37 and 4G63 engines are gasoline
inline-fours. The 4G63 has an iron engine block with an aluminum cylinder head and is
equipped with two balance shafts. The turbocharged version of the 4G63 sometimes referred to
as the 4G63T has a lower compression ratio 7. The turbocharged 4G63 engine received an
internal update during the model year. The engines built from through April have 6-bolt motors.
Beginning in May , Mitsubishi revised the engine to a 7-bolt design. The bolts refer to the
number of bolts on the flywheel that connects to the crankshaft. In March , Mitsubishi issued a
recall bulletin 98V for all Mitsubishi Eclipse GSXs citing, "Lockup of the transfer case can occur
due to insufficient lubrication. The condition can cause a loss of vehicle control increasing the
risk of a crash. The transfer case itself did not leak but rather the brass plug in the center of the
transfer case yoke would leak. Mitsubishi estimated 24, vehicles were affected. The Eclipse was
redesigned in for the model year and included standard dual airbags, more rounded styling, a
larger interior, and a new engine made by Chrysler for the base model. The second-generation
car maintained the market focus of the first generation car but had numerous changes to appeal
to a broader market. The Spyder GS was powered by a 2. The GSX model was also powered by
this engine but with the addition of a high performance all wheel drive system. No convertible
model was powered by the Chrysler's a engine, nor was there a convertible with all-wheel-drive.
The turbocharged engine option continued as the 4G The naturally aspirated cars had two
different I-4 engines depending on the market they were produced for. A special version of the
Eclipse, called the "10th Anniversary OZ Rally", was sold at the end of the model run with
unique inch Enkei wheels with the OZ Racing logo. The special edition package was only
offered with the A engine. A unique version of the 2G Eclipse was sold in some European
countries. It used a naturally aspirated Mitsubishi 4G63 motor, similar to what was available in
the 1G, unique side-view mirrors, and amber rear turn signals. A minor style revision was
applied for the model year. The front grille opening was given a more aggressive profile. The
headlights were given a sharper slant on the inner edges, and the previous all-chrome fixture
interior changed to a black interior with chrome reflector inserts. The driving lights were revised
from a reflector type to a smaller projection type. The rear bumper cap was altered and had the
reverse lights restyled and moved out into the bumper fascia, away from their original central
position by the license plate bracket. The Eclipse was available in seven trim levels: Base [Only
available in The basic driveline layout of the Eclipse is a transverse-mounted 4-cylinder
Chrysler A, Mitsubishi 4G64 or 4G63 engine. The Mitsubishi motors are mounted in the same

orientation as the first generation cars. The a-powered cars had the engine mounted on the right
side of the car, and further back in the chassis. AWD models had a similar transmission to the
first generation car. All motors are four-cylinder gasoline engines. All have cast iron blocks with
aluminum cylinder heads. The â€” turbo engines were given an increased compression ratio of
8. This was done to minimize turbo lag, which was an undesirable trait for mass-market appeal
in the U. These changes led to increased horsepower and torque vs. The intake ports on the
head and runners of the intake manifold are also larger on the 1G. They also have larger
crankshaft bearing journals to allow better lubrication. Because they look similar, it is important
to note that the cylinder head is more on the side of high air volume, while the cylinder head is
more on the side of high air velocity. Mitsubishi Motors quietly updated its 4G63 engine in and
The crankshaft is more precisely shaved and cut compared to previous years. It is identical to
that used in the Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution , which was not yet sold in North America until The
thrust bearings have been revised to a "split" type to allow better lubrication and self-alignment
with the crankshaft. Although originally deactivated to protect the drivetrain, it included
advanced features such as launch control, boost control, adjustable rev-limit, fuel system
control as well as fuel and boost map selection for certain Mitsubishi Heavy Industries
turbochargers. The 2G Eclipse received numerous Technical Service Bulletins TSB affecting a
variety of issues with the car however there was one notable powertrain recall. There were a
variety of symptoms however the most common symptom of crankwalk is the clutch pedal
would stick to the floor upon making a left turn. If crankwalk occurred, it typically meant engine
failure. In , Mitsubishi revised manufacturing processes to correct the issue. Anti-lock brakes
were optional on all models except for RS. It was the first concept vehicle exhibited by
Mitsubishi at an auto show in the U. AWD was no longer an option. The suspension setup was
modified to provide a softer and more compliant ride quality. The third-generation Eclipse
shared its powertrain with the 8th generation Galant. In mid, the GTS trim was introduced for the
model year. With the introduction of the GTS model, the Eclipse saw minor changes including a
redesigned front bumper with slotted fog lights, as well as a recoloring of the taillights. On the
interior, the gauge face changed, and the door panels were also redesigned. All trim levels
besides RS and the Spyder came with an automatic tilt and retracting sunroof. All models were
FWD. The GTS trims were introduced for the model year. For the model year, the RS trim was
discontinued and a special "Remix Edition" GS trim package was introduced, which included
chrome wheels, identifying placards, and the premium interior package from the GT and GTS
models, which was not previously offered on the GS trim. Both engines use cast iron blocks
with aluminum cylinder heads. The 3. In , the 3. The Mitsubishi Eclipse EV is a prototype electric
vehicle with a lightweight electric motor and lithium-ion batteries in the chassis of a
third-generation Eclipse. Another substantial styling revision was introduced, with the new
model taking some of the profile from the second generation model but maintaining a front
fascia consistent with Mitsubishi's current corporate styling features. Like the Galant and third
generation Eclipse, the new Eclipse is FWD only, although a concept model has been produced
by Mitsubishi and Ralliart with a MillenWorks designed hybrid-electric AWD platform, the 4G63
engine from the Lancer Evolution , and more aggressive body styling with imitation carbon fiber
accents. For the model year in the U. Heated front seats. Heated side mirrors. Outside
temperature indicator and compass in the center dash display. Leather front seating surfaces.
Aluminum pedals. Automatic climate control. Wind Deflector. The Eclipse is equipped with dual
bank catalytic converters on the manifolds of both the 4 and 6 cylinder engines with O2 sensors
placed after each catalytic converter to monitor operation. Downstream of these is a third
catalytic converter placed mid way in the exhaust to assist in preventing further emissions. The
Mitsubishi Eclipse was given a minor facelift for the model year, the front fascia changed the
fog lights and deleted the triangle housing the "three diamond" logo used to sit on in the grille;
the rear fascia changed the "Eclipse" insignia from an indent to raised silver letters. An option
to add a dual exhaust and projector H. For , the Mitsubishi Eclipse featured a "blackout" roof,
similar to the model. Mitsubishi also lowered the suspension of Eclipse about half an inch to
create a lower center of gravity. For the model year, the Eclipse received three slight changes:
brake override logic, a clear lip spoiler on the GT trim, and one new exterior color. According to
a review and rating by Motor Trend , the fourth-generation Eclipse was described as "dated" but its "exterior design still stands out among sporty coupes currently available. The last
Eclipse to roll off the assembly line was built on 16 August , painted Kalapana Black, its color
was chosen by members of Mitsubishi's Facebook community, who picked from a historical
Eclipse color palette. This was the only Eclipse equipped with both the 3. It is also built with a
sunroof, leather interior, W Rockford Fosgate 9-speaker audio system with Sirius XM,
hands-free Bluetooth phone interface, rear-view camera, and HID headlights. The car was
auctioned off by Mecum Auctions in St. Grand total Eclipse production was , units. The Eclipse

has been campaigned in various auto racing events. It was placed on grid number 74, at the
back in last place. It moved up to 24th place overall finish without any issues. In , the Eclipse
made its final appearance in the race, achieving 39th place, after posting laps. They also have
short transmission gears to accelerate into triple-digit speeds. Jett Racing entered a 3rd
generation Eclipse for drag racing competition. As of , they hold the world record for the world's
fastest four cylinder. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Sport compact car that was
produced by Mitsubishi Motors. This article is about the sport compact car. For the compact
crossover, see Mitsubishi Eclipse Cross. Motor vehicle. The a was not available until the second
generation.. Automotive News. Retrieved 16 September Retrieved 30 July Mitsubishi Motors.
Archived from the original PDF on 22 March Retrieved 20 February Archived from the original
on 27 April Retrieved 17 March Retrieved 10 March Consumer Guide Auto. Retrieved 24
February Retrieved 23 February Motor Trend. Retrieved 19 May Archived from the original on 9
August Retrieved 24 August Archived from the original on 29 April Retrieved 24 October
Archived from the original on 13 November Retrieved 26 December Retrieved 23 June Archived
from the original on 22 October Retrieved 10 February Archived from the original on 11 March
Retrieved 12 March Retrieved 2 January International Motor Sports Association. Retrieved 15
July Retrieved 6 October Drag Import News. Mitsubishi Motors vehicles. A shareholding of
Nissan. Type Mitsubishi automobile timeline, European market, sâ€”present. Mitsubishi
automobile timeline, North American market , â€”present. Categories : Mitsubishi Motors
vehicles Cars introduced in s cars s cars s cars Sport compact cars Hatchbacks Convertibles
Front-wheel-drive vehicles All-wheel-drive vehicles Front-wheel-drive sports cars. Hidden
categories: Articles with short description Short description is different from Wikidata Use dmy
dates from October All articles with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements
from August Commons category link from Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit
View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as
PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Fourth generation Mitsubishi Eclipse GS coupe.
Front-engine, front-wheel-drive Front-engine, four-wheel-drive first and second generation only.
Front-engine, front-wheel-drive Front-engine, four-wheel-drive. Post facelift Mitsubishi Eclipse
coupe. Dragan Vukadinovic Amy Hiroshige interior [9] [10]. Dan Sims [14]. Front-engine,
front-wheel-drive. Chrysler ST platform. Mitsubishi PS platform. Mitsubishi Endeavor Mitsubishi
Galant. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Mitsubishi Eclipse. Minica Toppo. Toppo BJ.
Town Box. Lancer Van A Lancer EX A Galant A Debonair A Debonair S Sports car. Lancer
Evolution I. Lancer Evo II. Lancer Evolution III. Lancer Evolution IV. Lancer Evo V. Lancer
Evolution VI. Lancer Evolution VII. Lancer Evolution IX. Lancer Evolution X. Small MPV. Colt
Plus. Space Star. Mini SUV. Pajero Mini. Pajero Junior. Pajero TR4 Brazil. Delica D Pickup truck.
Kei truck. Light commercial vehicle. Colt TSS. Grand Lancer. Sport compact. Mini MPV.
Compact MPV. Large MPV. Lancer Cargo. Compact crossover SUV. Eclipse Cross. Mid-size
crossover SUV. Mid-size SUV. City car. Compact car. Mid-size car. Full-size car. Lancer
Evolution. Grand tourer. Space Runner. Space Wagon. Compact crossover. Mid-size crossover.
Pajero Pinin. Pajero Sport. Full-size SUV. Mirage G4. Lancer Evo IX. Lancer Evo X. Expo LRV.
Montero Sport. Montero Limited. Mighty Max. Vehicles exclusive to Mexico. Login Sign up.
Advanced Search. Mitsubishi Authorised Distributor. New Mitsubishi Cars for Sale 5 vehicles.
Promotion available. Mitsubishi Attrage. Mitsubishi Eclipse Cross. Mitsubishi Space Star.
Mitsubishi Fuso Canter. Parallel Importers. Search specially for Singapore Mitsubishi car prices.
We have new car dealers comprising parallel importers , authorised car distributors , and used
car dealers. Find New Mitsubishi cars , and the Singapore car prices for this make. Visit our
partner sites who have job openings for Singapore jobs , Singapore classifieds , mover and real
estate. Follow sgCarMart. Compare [ 0 ]. Select new cars to Compare or Add to Alert. To
compare cars, select from the search results. Mitsubishi Parallel Importer. Some models are
only sold by parallel importers. View only parallel imported Mitsubishi. Car Model. User Rating.
Mitsubishi Outlander. New Car Promotion. Editorial Car Reviews. Facelift - Mitsubishi Attrage 1.
Car Review - Mitsubishi Eclipse Cross 1. Facelift - Mitsubishi Space Star 1. Mitsubishi Fuso
Fighter Mitsubishi ASX Mitsubishi Outlander Plug-in Hybrid Mitsubishi Fuso Canter Mitsubishi
Lancer EX A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been
flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law

enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

